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Introduction

The correct determination of the sex of a skeleton has implications on

proper archaeological interpretation such as in burial practices, ancient mortality
and demography, social organization and structure. It has become standard
procedure in every skeletal analysis to determine sex in addition to estimations of

age-at-death, physique, and identification of pathology and trauma. Among the

portions of the human skeletorL however, the skull is the one that has received the

most attentiory the one that is usually retrieved and preserved, especially in earlier

archaeological excavations, and the most recognizable skeletal form even to the

non-specialist.

Sex determination of a skeleton based on the skull is only considered

secondary to that based on the pelvis in terms of accuracy and reliability. For

example, Meindl et al. (1985), using a set of modern skeletons of known sex, found

that 96.0 % of the material could be correctly sexed if the pelvis is used alone but
only 92.0 % of this if the skull is instead used. Yet most of the time using the skull is
the only option available when the pelvis is fragmented or absent and/or only the

skull is retrieved and intact. The most widely applied methods in sexing the skull
rely on morphological features, although metric methods have also been developed
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the method had been derived from (e.9. Stewart 1979; St Hoyme & Iscan 1989; Bass

1995). This premrse is based on variation, usually unknown, existing among
populational groups separated in time and space. Whether to apply a certain
method or not to a populational group under study then becomes a predicament at

both ends: Applying a method to a populational group to which it is not actually
applicable would have serious implications in the interpretation of results, but
failing to apply a method that essentially is applicable is to lose potentially important
information.

The present study is an attempt to address the problem presented above.

Specifically, it is an attempt to determine whether a particular externally generated

sexing method used for skulls, which is the one presented in A&N, could be applied
to a Philippine sample known to be from a single group. For this purpose, the

cranial series from Banton Island, Romblon, Philippines will be used here.

Materials

Among the skeletal materials available in either the Philippine National
Museum or Archaeological Studies Program University of the Philippines, the

skeletal series from Banton Island represents one of the most numerous and, for
this reason, yielded a number of studies (e.g., Pietrusewsky 1983; Fuentes & Malan
1989; Suzuki et al. 1993; Medrana 2005). Although many of the cania in this series

exhibit artificial cranial deformation, many are also normal (that is, were not
artificially deformed) while some others, although expressing some form of
asymmetry in the cranial vault, could not be easily resolved whether they had
been artificially deformed or not (see Table 1). The cranial series are supposed to
be part of the same material found by Evangelista (1966) in the caves of Guyangan

along with other artifacts, including a number of wooden coffins. Some of the

skeletal materials were noted as associated with four of these wooden coffins
(Archaeological Field Specimen Inventory Record 1961,, 1,966, n.d.). Medrana (2005)

placed the assemblage of human remains and associated artifacts between the

dates 960 CE and 1644 CE based on the ceramics recovered with them.

There were originally 28 crania found from three storage rooms in the

Philippine National Museum. Many crania were noted to have some sort of labels

written on their frontal bones, their left or right temporals, occipital, or left or right
maxilla (see Table 1), which suggest that they were marked at different times by
different researchers. These different labels were used here to determine whether
a particular cranium is from Banton or not and retained and used by the present

researcher. There were probably more crania from the Banton series which were

not found in the storage rooms and, therefore, not included in the present series.
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A study made by Fuentes & Malan (1989) of crania from different sites listed at

It'ast five which were not accounted for in the present series: these are 22,30, GN-
n-4, 19 and GN-I-3.

Two of the 28 crania were obviously sub-adults, specifically clrildrc'n,

lrrobably with ages-at-death between 2-6 years, and, thus, were excluded from this

study. Of the 26 crania originally examined, eight exhibit some degree of artificial
tlcformation, which were also excluded, bringing down the sample to 18.

Unfortunately, the statistical method used here could not handle missing data, and

lwo of the 18 remaining samples were lacking the occipital portions to be scored in
this region. Hence,.these were also excluded, finally bringing down the sample to
l(r crania.

Of the remaining 1.6 crania from the Banton series examined, two more

wcre found to be sub-adults, this time juveniles with estimated ages-at-death
ranging between 12 and 18 years, based on a combination of the non-eruption of
thc third molars and the non-union of the basilar suture. Practices in past studies

relating to demography which have used 15 years as the beginning of the adult
years, this being the average age of menarche in many cultures (e.g., Angel et al.

1986; Pietrusewsky & Douglas 2002), may allow for their inclusion in the present

st'ries. On the other hand, there were also others who advised on only using
remains estimated to be at least 18 years of age as most of the secondary sexual

characteristics appear during pubertal period (Beach 1978; Rice 1984), so that very
young males retain more feminine or gracile features (Walker 1995). In Table 1,

those that are estimated to be between 12 and 18 years were still included but their
t'rrtries were highlighted for ease of exclusion during analysis if warranted. Their
inclusion in the tables is meant to see if effects of young age in the expression of
sex characteristics are also observed in the material.

It is a different case with old adults, especially with old females. In old
lcmale adults, the hormones affecting the expression of female secondary
characteristics decrease at menopausal stage, allowing them to develop more
rnasculine or robust cranial morphology (Walker 1995). The problem now here is in
scparating the old adults from the young and middle adults. Estimating age througll
eranial sutures has received suspicion and sometimes deemed inaccurate (r'.g.,

llrooks 1955). Dental wear could have helped but teeth in most of the skulls in thc

lJanton series have been lost postmortem. However, there are three crania whose

maxillary dental arches are completely edentulous (Crania 13 has one remaining
third molar) and might suggest that they could have belonged to elderly adults. But

tlris assessment rests on weak grounds (old age is not the only cause of loss of all
It'cth), especially in the absence of other age-markers. For this reason, the
assessment of these crania here as old adults is only, at best, provisional. Their
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entries in Table 1 are also highlighted for the same reason given for very young

individuals.

Methods

The method for sex determination from the skull used here has appeared

in similar, if not verbatim, forms in a number of protocols and other guidelines for
the examination of human skeietons (e.9. Buikstra & Ubelaker 1994; Moore-Jansen

et al. 1,994; Steadman 1999; White & Folkens 2000; Crane & Carpenter 2006; Steckel

et al. 2006). But, probably unknown to many, the method was actually an adapted

version from a method presented in A&N. The method presented there, in turn,

was developed from a number of different workers (e.g. from Broca 1879). The

method originally presented in A&N involved a number of regions not only in the

skull but also in the pelvis and femur. But in the skull, among the regions considered

are the following: (1) glabella and superciliary arches, (2) mastoid processes, (3)

external occipital protuberance, (4) supraorbital margins and orbital aperture, (5)

mental eminence, (6) the frontal and parietal eminences, (7) occipital squama, (8)

zygomatic arch, (9) malar surface, (10) body of the mandible, (11) mandibular
angle and (12) mandibular condyles. Of these regions, the first five are considered

the most important in determining sex from the skull and are given double the

weights ascribed to the rest of the regions. Acsadi & Nemeskeri (1970) used the

following scores to describe the different degrees (in parentheses) of sex expression

in those regions: +2 ('hypermasculine'), +1 ('masculine'), 0 ('indifferent'), -L
('feminine') and -2 ('hyperfeminine').

In the method that would later develop from A&N, the same five
morphological regions as mentioned above are used but with slight modifications:

here the shape of .the orbital aperture is no longer considered and, in place of the

scores'-2' lo'+2', the scores ''L' to'5'are used instead. The descriptions for these

scores remained the same (see below), however, and essentially the same

procedure of assigning scores is also followed. In the revised method, each region

is assigned a score from '1'to '5', the minimal and maximal scores respectively,

meant to correspond to the 'weakest' and 'strongest' forms of each morphological

region. Descriptions of these extreme forms, to which the minimal and maximal

scores should be assigned, are provided for each morphological region while
intermediate forms, corresponding to scores '2','3' and'4', are illustrated (see

Appendix 1). Compared to the descriptions of scores given in A&N, the scores

here correspond to the following: a score of 'f indicates a female, a '2' a probable

female, a'4' a probable male and a score of '5' a male. A score of '3' denotes an

'indeterminate' judgment, when the degree of expression of a particular cranial
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trait was not sufficiently gracile to be judged as female, nor sufficiently robust to
be judged as male. For brevity and for lack of a formal name to ascribe to this
method, this will be referred here as the revised Acsadi & Nemeskeri, or A&N,
method and the method presented in A&N as, simply, the A&N method.

The A&N method was mainly intended for application to European

populations although its applicability to non-European samples is not discounted.

In fact, Acsadi & Nemeskeri (1970) tested the method on an Afro-American
populational group in addition to the 13 archaeological skeletal series from USSR,

Hungary and Austria. Presently, this method, or its revised versiory has also been

widely used in many skeletal analyses in forensic and archaeological contexts
(e.g. Steadman L999; Graw 2001).

The main goal of this research is to determine if the above method,
developed from a European population, is reliable when applied to the Banton

cranial series. The general plan in achieving this is as follows:

First, the method is applied to the Banton samples by assigning scores to

the morphological regions according to the descriptions in the revised A&N method.
For this purpose, the one presented in Buikstra & Ubelaker (1,994) is used. The

specific procedures followed in the assignment of scores are further described

below.

Then, the range of variation in the expression of each morphological
region, as described in the method, is compared to that observed in the Banton

samples. The approach of determining whether similar range of variation exists in
the Banton sample will be simple: this will only involve finding out if the'weakest'
and'strongest' expressions of each morphological region found in the Banton

samples conform to the descriptions of the minimal and maximal expressions of
the same morphological regions according to the revised A&N method.

The reliability of the method is lastly evaluated by determining if its
application to the Banton series had produced consistent results, or if the scores

assigned to the morphological regions are consistent with each other. In order to
examine consistency among scores, two methods are followed here. The first
method is direct and simple, and describes consistency, also called 'agreement',

among scores in terms of the absolute distances among them and the proportion
of the times two scores in the same cranium agree to the times they disagree. A
definition of which scores agree and which do not are given in the next section. The

second method is in terms of using a model to quantify consistency or agreement.

For this purpose, intraclass correlatiory a type of inter-rater reliability test, is used.
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Specific procedures in assigning scores

Of the five cranial morphological regions considered in the revised A&N
method, only four could be employed here. The reason is obvious: mental eminence
is a site in the mandibular corpus and, although there are a few mandibles found
with the crania in the National Museum storage rooms, none of them is clearly
associated with any of the crania.

The remaining 16 crania were scored according to the four remaining
cranial morphological regions of nuchal crest, mastoid process, supraorbital margin
and glabella. Scoring of each morphological region was done through seriation.
Seriation involves the simple arrangement of crania, where a cranium is placed in
one of 16 positions, from the least expression of a particular morphological region
to a massive expression. The judgment of what is 'least' and 'massive' expressions,
and what is in betweery had been guided by the descriptions given for the method
in one reference (Buikstra & Ubelaker L994). Hence, for instance, in seriating the
crania according to the surface rugosity of the nuchal crest, a 'smooth with no
bony projections' defines a minimal expressiory while one that'forms a well-defined
bony ledge or hook'is considered very massive. Scores then are assigned to the
crania by dividing them into discrete groups that conform to the five scores. Seriation
and scoring of crania are done separately for each morphological region.

In practice, the usual approach in assigning scores is by direct application,
whereby crania are scored one at a time. But assigning of scores through seriation
minimizes intra-observer error (Meindl et aI. 1983; Lovejoy et al. 1985; Meindl &
Lovejoy 1989, as they used seriation in scoring pubic synphysis) and provides an

opportunity to resolve problematic cases while all the bones are still laid out and
available for comparisons.

Table 1. Scores assigned to morphological regions in the Banton cranial series (see
Attachment 1 for details of the method):
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Notes: Specimens (except in the Iast two rows) are arranged according to the average of
their scores. The entries for the juvenile specimens are marked with an *, and those
for old adults are marked with **;

Interpretation of scores: 1 - female, 2 - probable female, 3 - unknown, 4 - probable male,

5 - male.
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Results and Discussion

The scores assigned to each morphological region are given in Table 1.

Photographs of crania representing each score in each morphological region are

shown in Appendix 2.

Note that Cranium 36, one of the two juveniles, is consistently scored as

either a '1' or a '2' in at least three cranial morphological regions making it possible

that Cranium 36 is a young male that retain female features at time of death. De-

spite this possibility, the specimen is not removed from the series since its exclusion

does not significantly change the results. With regard to crania estimated to be

belonging to old adults, only one had been consistently evaluated as a male or a
probable male in at least three morphological regions (Cranium 13) while one had

been consistently evaluated as a probable female in at least three morphological

regions (Cranium 35). The last old adult (Cranium 45), is a different case having been

evaluated as a male or a probable male in three morphological regions but a prob-

able female in one (see below).

Minima and maxima expressions in the Banton series and in the revised Acsadi & Nemeskeri

(A&N) method

The minimal expression of supraorbital margin and nuchal crest, as

described in the revised A&N method, is found in four crania (F, 36,37 and 34). For

example, Crania F, 37 and 34 exhibit supra-orbital margins that are very sharp,

similar to an "edge of a slightly dulled knife". Also, Crania F and 36, exhibit nuchal

crests that are smooth and without bony projections. On the other hand, the least

expressions of glabella and mastoid processes are not observed in any of the

samples (Figure 1).

Nonetheless, the maximal expression of all four morphological regions

were noted in many crania. For example, the nuchal crest in Crania 9 and Guyangan

III-13 are massive and form a well-defined hook, consistent with the description of

Score'5' in the revised A&N method. In additiory the supra-orbital margin of Crania

45 and 31 are thick and rounded and almost "pencil-like" in its curvature, as also

described in the revised A&N method. Very pronounced glabellar region and very

large mastoid processes of the magnitude stated in the revised A&N method are

also found exhibited in Crania 9 and 31.
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Absolute distances among scores

Absolute distances between pairs of scores are given in Figure 2. Since

there are six possible combinations of four morphological regions and there are 16

crania considered here, 96 distances (from 96 pairs of scores) are generated here.
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The following are taken as guides in determining the consistency of score

assignments across each cranium. Their formulation is based on the interpretation

of each score as intended in the revised A&N method (i.e. 'f is female, '5' is male):

(1) Equal scores, or scores with a distance of 0, are consistent. This means that a

score of'f in one region is supported by a score of'f in another region;

(2) Adjacent scores, or scores with a distance of 1, are also consistent. Hence, a

score of '1.' in one region supports (and is supported by) a score of '2' in another

region. Similar principle applies to scores ol'4' and'5'.

(3) Scores with a distance of 2 are not consistent (similarly in Graw 2001) except

when one of the scores is '3'. This means that a score of '1' or '5' in one region

is not inconsistent with a score of '3' in another region. In fact, a score of '7','2',
'4' or'5' combined with a score ol'3' is not inconsistent. The reason for this is

that an indeterminate score, while not supporting a result of any other scores,

is not contradicting it. A score of '2' in one region is, however, inconsistent with
a score of '4' in another region.

(4) Scores with a distance of 3 or 4 are not consistent. Possible combinations are'1'
and'4' ,'2' and '5' and '1' and '5', which is the most extreme case of inconsistency.

Of the 96 pairs of scores, 32 pairs have a distance of 0 (which means the

pairs are equal scores), 42 pairs have a distance of 1 (which means the pairs are

adjacent scores), 19 pairs have a distance of 2 and three pairs have a distance of 3

in their scores. It is important to note also that no pair produced a distance of 4.

Five of the 19 pairs with a distance of. 2 are inconsistencies, occurring between a

score of '2' and'4'. Hence, of the 96 pairs of scores/ only eight, or 8.33"/,, are

inconsistencies.
The inconsistencies occurred in four crania: 34, 2, 5 and 45. Note that three

of these crania (34, 5 and 45) are the ones with the widest range of scores (extending

to four scores, Figure 1). Four of these inconsistencies occurred in two crania
(Crania 34 and 2 have each two inconsistent pairs of scores) and are caused, in
both, by a relatively robust glabella compared to the other regions. Three

inconsistent pairs of scores occurred in only one cranium, Cranium 45, and are

caused by a relatively gracile occipital compared to the rest of the regions. Cranium

45 is actually one of the crania that is provisionally assessed here as an old adult (if
basis used for ageing is to be relied upory see Table 1), but whether this has caused

the differing expressions of its regions is not known, especially when it is also

possible that the differing expressions could simply be part of normal variation.
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I rt I rnclass correlatioll

Reliability, as a term in statistics, is defined as the correlation of a 'rater'
rvith a hypothetical one that truly measures what it is intended to measure. A rater
(,r1 be an instrument, a questionnaire or, in the present case, a method. Since the

Irue'rater'could not be obtained, reliability is estimated in different ways, among

thcrn is through an assessment of the agreement of results produced by the rater.

f lris is called inter-rater agreement. An inter-rater agreement test is based on the

t orrelation of scores given by two or more raters for the same set of objects. A
t orrelation coefficient typically used to measure inter-rater agreement is the

irttraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss 7979).lCC may be understood

as the ratio of between-group variance to total variance. In simplified terms, a low
variation among scores assigned to subjects, produced by the assignment of the

same score by the raters, will approach a correlation coefficient of 1.00. Thus,

unlike the non-parametric correlation coefficients Spearman rho or Kendall tau, or

Kendall's coefficient of concordance, which only evaluates agreement in ranks,

intraclass correlation takes into consideration both the ranks and differences among

the scores (Wuensch 2003).

The goal in this study is to assess the agreement in the scores assigned to

the different morphological regions across all crania using intraclass correlation
with morphological regions treated as 'raters'. The derivation of intraclass
correlation coefficients uses the two-way mixed model wherein the raters
(morphological regions) are fixed (not a random sample of all possible raters) but
the objects to be rated (crania) are a random sample. This, in turn, means that the

ICC could not be generalized beyond the raters considered here. Both types of
ICC computation are also used: one in which the absolute agreement in scores

(where scores are identical) is measured, and another in which only consistency in
scores (where scores are relatively similar) is measured. This is computed for
combinations of two, three and four morphological regions. Since there are four
morphological regions considered in this study, what are produced are six, four
and one combination of morphological regions, respectively. The intraclass
correlation coefficients for combinations of two and three morphological regions

are given in Tables 2 and 3. The coefficients at the top row of each cell are those

generated by using consistent agreement in scores, those at the bottom had used

absolute agreement.
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Table 2: Intreclass Correlation Coefficients of Mastoid, Glabella and Orbit
Glabella, Orbit and Occipital

occipird ,;:-:' *nl;3lo' : *ul;Xfl

< B26l F <.000! F <

Orbit/Occipital, Occipital toTable 3: Interclass Correlation
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Intraclass correlation coefficient is interpreted in the same way as the

Cohen's Kappa coefficient (Fleiss & Cohen 1973). By convention, a Cohen's Kappa

that is within 0.40 and 0.59 suggests moderate inter-rater reliability; one that is

within 0.60 and 0.79 is substantial while a Kappa coefficient that is equal or larger

than 0.80 is outstanding (Landis &.Koch 1977).
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The values of coefficients generated for combinations of two
morphological regions indicate outstanding agreement between glabella and

occipital and substantial agreement between the rest of the pairs of morphological

regions, with all results significant at the p < 0.03 level. This is the case whether

absolute agreement or only relative agreement among scores is considered in the

computation. Although the coefficients generated when absolute agreements are

taken into account are lower than those generated when only consistency is
considered, the two sets of coefficients are not so much different. This indicates

that the number of consistent scores is close to the number of tied scores. In
addition, the coefficients follow the same, general order of strength in both types

of ICC computation. Using consistency of scores in the computation, the high
agreement between glabella/occipital is followed by glabellalorbit, orbit/occipital,
glabella/mastoid, mastoid/occipital and mastoid/orbit. lvith absolute agreement

between scores taken into account, however, the occipital/orbit pair has a higher

correlation than the glabella/orbit, indicating that there are more tied scores

between orbit and occipital than orbit has with glabella. That mastoid occurs in
pairs with the lower coefficients might suggests that, among the four regions,

mastoid could be the least correlated to the other three. In the same way, the

occurrence of glabella in pairs with the higher coefficients suggests that the glabella

is the most correlated among the four regions.

The correlations among the morphological regions become stronger when

combinations of three regions are considered, suggesting that consistency
increases when more 'raters' are taken into account. All strengths here are also

significant, but at a higher level of p < 0.00. As in the observation made when only
pairs of regions were considered, the correlations are weaker whenever the mastoid

is included but stronger when the glabella is among the regions.

When all four morphological regions are considered altogether, the value

generated for the intraclass correlation coefficient becomes much stronger. The

ICC coefficient is 0.851 when only consistency among scores is considered and

0.838 when absolute agreements among scores are accounted for, both of which is
significant at the p < .000 level. This implies outstanding agreement among scores

when all morphological regions are taken simultaneously.

Conclusion

Except for the minimal expression in glabella and mastoid, the minimal
and maximal expressions of all morphologies, as described in the revised A&N
method, are found to be exhibited in the Banton sample. The absence of score 'f in
glabella might have been produced by sampling. Cranium 29, which was excluded
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in the sample (since it lacked a score in one region) but belonging to the Banton

series, exhibit a glabella that is flat and smooth. The non-occurrence of a minimal
expression of mastoid could also be due to sampling. At least three crania that also

belong to the Banton series are noted to exhibit very small mastoid processes. The

crania are, however, artificially deformed and whether the gracile expression of

this morphological region could have been affected by this practice is yet to be

investigated.
The strong consistency of scores in all morphological regions across each

cranium is an important result. This means that the scores in the four morphological

regions are correlated in each cranium/ where a score in one region implies a

similar score in another. Similar scores, by definition in the revised A&N method,

imply similar sex attribution in the four morphological regions. If similar sex is

being attributed in the four morphological regions, then their use should allow for
the separation of males and females in the Banton series.

However, considering that the use of the four morphological regions does

separate males and females in the present series, there might be questions whether

this separation would be accurate. Tests of accuracy usually require testing the

results against the true sex of the samples, whictr, unfortunately, are unknown for
all Banton crania. One obvious reason is that the materials were derived from
archaeological contexts and antemortem information regarding the sexes of the

individuals is, therefore, not available. Another reason is that none of the crania

have retained their association to postcranial skeleton, which means that an

assessment of their sex, when made here, could not be possibly verified with
those, for example, evaluated from the pelves.

Yet, the result of consistency here could only imply that either the four
morphological regions are all consistently leading to correct results or consistently

leading to incorrect findings. Any method that consistently leads to incorrect results

would most probably do so by chance. The amount of consistenry here is achieved

at too high a statistical significance level to have occurred by chance alone. It might
be then just a matter of extending the conclusion that if the results produced by the

four morphological regions have been consisten! and have been that way not by
chance, then they could be accurate as well.

Finding that the range of variation defined in the method is found in another

populational group suggests that sexual dimorphism may exist in the same degree

in, at least, some populational groups more often than one might be willing to

consider. But the reliability of an externally derived sexing method in the Banton

cranial series has a practical implication also. It raises the question whether there

is a need to create standards for every populational group that comes under study

when methods already in place could be used.
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The main contribution of the A&N method, or its revised version, lies in its
t'mphasis that sex characteristics in the skeleton manifest in a gradation of forms
.rnd not on clearly defined, or discrete, states. Sex differences will always exist in
any populational group, and a gradation of differing forms, with two opposing
('xtremes, will always exist in any skeletal series that one encounters. What the

A&N method offers is guidance regarding identification of this variation, as in
which in the series is to be identified as the'most feminine' and which is the 'most
rnasculine' form (In one protocol (Crane & Carpenter 2006), forms more extreme

tl-ran'1' and'5' are even considered, which should be scored as'1' and'5',
rcspectively). It is this identification of extreme forms that are most useful in sex

attribution, especially when dealing with isolated crania where variation of forms

is not readily observable. The extreme forms that A&N describes have been

observed in archaeological and recent samples from different geographic regions.

So far, in addition to the Banton cranial series, the method had been tested on

recent U.S. skulls of African descent (Acsadi & Nemeskeri 1970) and recent (forensic)

skulls from southwestern Germany (Graw 2001). Thus, although an externally
generated method, the A&N method can be reliably used for local populations. A
reliable method already in place, attempts to establish separate standards for
local populations might become redundant.

There are many other methods used in skeletal analysis that were
generated from specific populations, not only for sex determination but for age

cstimation as well (e.g. the Suchey-Brooks method (Brooks & Suchey 1990) used

for ageing adult material based on the pubic symphysis and derived from U.S.

samples). Determining whether, at least, some of these have wider application
outside the base populations will reap the same benefits of not only saving
resources that are otherwise spent in establishing standards but also help reveal

the degree of inter-populational variation that exists for the different biological
attributes of among others, sexual dimorphism and rate and pattern of ageing.
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Abstract

A number of methods have already been developed for analyzing unknown
human skeletal material, which includes methods for ageing, sexing and estimating
stature. Usually, the development of these methods had relied upon particular
base populations, thus, their use to outside populations has been generally
presumed unreliable. The present study investigates this presumption, by
determining the reliability of a particular method when applied to another
population. The Acsadi & Nemeskeri method, a sexing method based on the skull
and developed from European samples, is applied here to a Philippine sample
known to have come from a single Broup - the cranial series from the Guyangan

Caves in Banton Island, the Philippines. The method involves assigning scores to
five morphological regions: the nuchal crest, mastoid process, supraorbital margiry
glabella and mental eminence. The reliability of this method is evaluated by
determining if its application to the Banton series had produced consistent results,

or if the scores assigned to the morphological regions are consistent with each

other. Two approaches were followed to examine consistency among scores: the

first is direct and simple, and describes consistency among scores in terms of the

absolute distances among them. The second approach uses a model to quantify
consistency and considers the intraclass correlation, a type of inter-rater reliability
test, among scores. The amounts of consistency achieved in both approaches are

high, indicating strong consistency among scores. The reliability of the Acsadi &
Nemeskeri method to the Banton series is then argued for, suggesting that
externally-derived methods could have wider applications than many researchers

might have been willing to consider.
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Appendix L. Sex determination from the skull according to the revised Acsadi &
Nemeskeri (A&N) method (after Buikstra & Ubelaker, L994).

For adults, the following sexually dimorphic cranial traits will be scored through
reference to the Figures 1-5: nuchal crest, mastoid process, prominence of glabella,

supraorbital margin and mental eminence. Score each trait independently, ignoring
other features. Specific procedures for each of the traits are listed below. The most

extreme forms of each feature are defined here, with intermediate grades

illustrated visually in Figures 1-5.

Nuchal Crest: Yiew the lateral profile of the occipital and compare it with the

diagrams. Feel the surface of the occipital at the midline with your hand and note

any surface rugosity, ignoring the con-tour of the underlying bone. Focus upon the

rugosity attendant to attachment of nuchal musculature. In the case of minimal
expression (score = "1,"), the external surface of the occipital is smooth with no

bony projections visible when the lateral profile is viewed. Maximal expression

(score : "5") defines a massive nuchal crest that projects a considerable distance

from the bone and forms a well-defined bony ledge or "hook."

)) ))at
Figure 1: Standard for scoring the nuchal crest.

Mastoid Process: Score this feature by comparing its size with that of surrounding
structures such as the external auditory meatus and the zygomatic process of the

temporal bone. Mastoid processes vary considerably in their proportions. The

most important variable to consider in scoring this trait is the volume of the mastoid

process, not its length. Minimal expression (score : "1,") is a very small mastoid

process that projects only a small distance below the inferior margins of the extemal

auditory meatus and the digastric groove. A massive mastoid process with lengths

and widths several times that of the extemal auditory meatus should be scored as

"5."

q7q7
r 2

Figure 2: Standard for scoring the mastoid process.
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Supraorbital Margin: Begin by holding your finger against the margin of the orbit at

the lateral aspect of the supraorbital foramen. Then hold the edge of the orbit
between your fingers to determine its thickness. Look at each of the diagrams to
determine which it matches most closely. In an example of minimal expression
(scors = "1."), the border should feel extremely sharp, like the edge of a slightly
dulled knife. A thick, rounded margin with a curvature approximating a pencil
should be scored as "5-"

{
2

{((_\\\

14T
Figure 3: Standard for scoring the supraorbital margin.

Prominence of Glabella: Viewing the cranium from the side, compare the profile of
the supranasal region with Figure 4. In a minimal prominence of glabella (scors =

"1"), the contour of the frontal is smooth, with little or no projection at the midline.
Maximal expression involves a massive glabellar prominence, forming a rounded,
loaf-shaped projection that is frequently associated with well-developed supraorbital
ridges.

Figure 4: Standard for scoring the prominence of glabella.

Mental Eminence: Hold the mandible between the thumbs and index fingers with
thumbs on either side of the mental eminence. Move the thumbs medially until
they delimit the lateral borders of the mental eminence. In examples of minimal
expression (score = "1,"), there is little or no projection of the mental eminence

above the surrounding bone. By eontrast, a massive mental eminence that occupies

most of the anterior portion of the mandible is scored as "5."

V\Y\gW\X/
,l 2ra5

Figure 5: Standard for scoring the mental eminence.
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Appendix 2. Representative crania for each score in each morphological region in the

Banton series.

Supraorbital marginNuchal crest

Score 1

Score 5
Score 5
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Glabella
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Mastoid process
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